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We want to walk along together
We want to share the bond
Of Membership.

We're always tempted to talk about our association in glowing terms and yet, we feel that for the following particular reason, you will be much interested to hear of one of our important pursuits.

It gives me great pleasure to announce to you, that, because of the tremendous enthusiasm for participation in the hospital building fund program, we have undertaken a pledge of $25,000.00 payable over the next five years. The program for hospital expansion, while ambitious, will offer so much more of needed facilities and improvements. An alumnae room, with much needed accommodations will, at long last, become a reality under this program.

The wholehearted participation of all nurse "grads" is, therefore, solicited in helping us to achieve this goal. We know you will want to do your share.

I hope we'll be walking along together.

Perma E. Davis, President

ALUMNAE MEETINGS 1962

January 9, 1962
35 Members present

Social ............... Miss Piersol

The Christmas party was a great success and there were 58 in attendance.

Ways and Means .......... Mrs. Gaskill

As of Jan. 9, 1962 there were 302 graduates and members who responded to the Annual Giving Drive.

Scholarship ............... Miss Kuba

Since 1948 a total of $4700.00 has been granted to thirteen Alumnae in scholarships.

The Annual election of Alumnae officers are as follows:

President..................Perma Davis
Second Vice-President .......... Marian Ramp
Board of Directors ........ Viola Fox, Betty Piersol, Nancy Scott
February 6, 1962
23 Members present

A recommendation was made and accepted that all expenses with any profit making project shall be deducted from said project and refunded to General Fund before any profit is shown.

March 13, 1962
15 Members present

Membership................... Miss Zarella

Seventy-four applications for membership was submitted by the class of 1962.

It was recommended and accepted we accept the application of the class of 1962.

It was recommended and accepted that money for Annual Giving be placed in General Fund unless specified otherwise.

April 3, 1962
15 Members present

Ways and Means............. Mrs. Curran

Cook Books sold........563

Annual Giving to date:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fund</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relief Fund</td>
<td>$76.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual Giving</td>
<td>$1,178.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

May 1, 1962
20 Members present

Scholarship................Miss Bowman

Scholarship granted to Barbara Reiner Bachman.

A recommendation made and accepted is to add, the Director of the School of Nursing as a reference to be used, to the application form, making the total number of references 4 instead of 3.

Social................Mrs. Scott

Senior Dinner a success with 100% attendance.

394 replied they will attend the Luncheon.

A recommendation was made accepted to give the President and the Executive Board permission to take care of any Alumnae affairs which may arise between May and September.

September 11, 1962
25 Members present

Scholarship..............Miss Bowman

Miss Bowman announced there was one application from Jean Holzbaur.

It was moved and seconded to grant scholarship to Jean Holzbaur.

Bulletin..............Miss Rogers

1100 Bulletins mailed. Some are being returned with no forwarding address.

Ways and Means.........Mrs. Curran

Annual Giving:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fund</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>$370.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholarship</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual Giving</td>
<td>$2,116.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Social...........Mrs. Scott

At this time Miss Prevost presented Invitations, from Hospital Administration, to the group for the Supper Meeting to be held Nov. 6.

A motion was made and seconded to accept the invitation.

A. M. Lewis Fund.........Miss Stauffer and Miss Dute

$229.48 collected to date.

Date for contribution extended indefinitely.

Miss Bowman gave a short talk on the School of Nursing. 74 students completed the program in Sept. and 48 of these remained on staff. The new class has 120.

There are a total of 305 students in the school.

October 2, 1962
24 Members present

A recommendation was made and accepted to reinvest interest from the Relief and Scholarship Fund.
November 6, 1962

Prior to the monthly meeting the Alumnae Association were guests of the Hospital Administration, in McClellan Hall, and were served a catered supper. A film was shown and Mr. Bodine, President of Jefferson Medical College, spoke of the future plans and development of Jefferson. There were 110 members present.

Following the social the meeting was called to order.

77 Members present
Ways and Means..............................Mrs. Curran
Sold to date:
Cook Books..................................585
Bulletins....................................129
Blue Books..................................147

Annual Giving to date:
Scholarship..................................$ 30.00
Relief Fund..................................$ 370.00
Annual Giving................................$2,128.00

Miss Prevost, Miss Bowman and Miss Sierant will serve on Committee of Special Nurses Home Fund. Money donated by the class of '57.

It was moved and seconded to donate $75.00 to the United Fund.

It was moved and seconded to donate $5.00 to Anna M. Gray Chapter of the Institute for Cancer Research.

Following members were selected to attend the P.N.A. Convention:
Mrs. Davis, Mrs. Smeck and Miss Piersol. Each member to receive $50.00 for expenses.

It was moved and seconded to give the Student Nurses $50.00.

Recording Secretary,
Janet Hindson

BUILDING FUND

May 13, 1963

We are very proud and pleased that the Jefferson Hospital Nurses Alumnae Association has evidenced great interest in the $41 million Building Fund Program that is now underway here. This is the most significant and important expansion program in the 138 year history of this fine old institution.

The Chairman of the Nurses Alumnae Association Campaign Committee is Mrs. Henrietta F. Spruance.

When the membership of your association accepted the plan to contribute $25,000 to the Jefferson Building Fund over a five year period, it demonstrated clearly and strongly the support of the Nursing Alumnae in this vital campaign. This was a heart-warming and extremely beneficial action on the part of your officers and membership.

The deep appreciation of Jefferson's Administration for this generous subscription was expressed in a letter to your President, Mrs. Perma E. Davis from William W. Bodine, Jr., President of the Jefferson Medical College and Medical Center which said in part:

"We are delighted with this strong indication of support on the part of our Nursing Alumnae. This not only materially assists our campaign, but encourages us all and gives us a distinct sense of pride in the accomplishments of another member organization of the Jefferson family.

"Will you please express my personal appreciation, and that of our Board, to your officers and membership for this fine demonstration of your interest in Jefferson."

Of particular interest to the Alumnae are Jefferson's plans for construction of new administrative offices for the School of Nursing and an adjoining office and meeting room to be designed for the exclusive use of the Alumnae Association.

Consideration is now being directed to applying the Alumnae Association's subscription to the cost of constructing these facilities.

In the $41 million Development Program at Jefferson, the sum of 87 million must be obtained from private sources in the Philadelphia area and throughout the nation. The remaining $34 million is to come from Federal, State and city agencies. Naturally, the campaign started at Jefferson itself—among employees, faculty-staff, members of the Women's Board and Nursing Alumnae. In November, 1962, the opening phase of the Jefferson campaign was completed with triumphant success. The non-medical employees of the College and the hospital subscribed more than $163,000 which is one of the finest records made by a similar group of personnel anywhere in the country.

By May 10 a total of more than $3 million in all divisions of the campaign had been reported by Casimir A. Sienkiewicz, General Chairman of the campaign. An able and energetic leader throughout the Winter and Spring months
T HE WOMAN S COLLEGE  
OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA  
GREENSBORO

DEPARTMENT OF NURSING EDUCATION

December 12, 1962

Nurses' Alumnae Association
Jefferson Hospital School of Nursing
10th and Walnut Streets
Philadelphia 7, Pa.

Attention Miss Christina Rogers

Dear Miss Rodgers:

Last September 30th Eva Woolsey Warren, Class of 1934, gave the graduation address to our fourth class at the Woman's College.

Mrs. Warren is a graduate of the Woman's College and from the Jefferson Medical College Hospital School of Nursing. She holds Masters degrees from Duke and the University of North Carolina. She was educational director in the first nationally accredited program in North Carolina. She has served her profession as Treasurer of the State Nurses Association. She is Dean of the School of Nursing at East Carolina College.

Sincerely,

Alice C. Boehret, '42
Assistant Professor
Head, Department of Nursing Education

MEDIOCRITY - not for Nurses

Miss Boehret, graduating students, faculty, guests, I want to express my thanks for this opportunity to participate in your graduation program. I appreciate the honor and privilege of being asked to return to my Alma Mater to speak.

I have selected the title "Mediocrity—not for Nurses." What do we mean by the word mediocrity? Webster has defined it as: halfway up a mountain, of but moderate or low degree of excellence; a middle quality; indifferent; ordinary; average capacity or worth; lack of distinction; dull; unempressive. Another definition and one that I rather like is: the best of the worst and the worst of the best.

We have entered the new nuclear and space age. As we enter this nuclear and space age, we have to exercise our imaginations to an unprecedented degree. It has been predicted that there will be far greater changes in the next fifty years than in any other similar period in our history. We realize that the world today
is already in the grip of a social and economic upheaval. In many aspects of
living the “tried and true methods and ideas have already given way to new
methods and ideas.” The changes are coming so rapidly that we feel in a con-
stant state of confusion and anxiety. What will happen even in the near future,
we do not know. What effect will the communication satellites have? What effect
will space travel have? At the ANA Convention in Detroit, one of the speakers
predicted that within the next seven years man may travel to the moon for a
week-end much as someone might now go to California for a week-end. What
effect will a United States of Europe have on the world and its people? What
effect will the newer advances in electronics have on man? What new and
wonderful things may be found in outer space? Not long ago I listened to a man
who has helped to teach the astronomers say that he was not so much interested
in whether man was able to go to the moon or not, but he was interested in
whether there would be a breakthrough, maybe through the study of outer space,
in either preventing or curing man of some of the illnesses to which he falls
heir.

Electronics and air science are just beginning to have their effect on nurs-
ing. What will be the changes in nursing in the future? Who can say. We do
know, however, that changes in any aspect of our culture will have a com-
mitment effect on nursing. We have been told that if we do not accept the
challenge that other groups will take over for us.

Leadership is needed today in all phases of life including nursing. Leader-
ship is not a characteristic of the mediocre nurse. We must have responsible and
creative leaders. Nurses who are content to look to the past for precedent re-
mind us of the poem:

“The firefly is so brilliant,
But it hasn’t any mind.
For it travels through existence,
With its headlight on behind.”

We cannot be content to follow or even just keep up. Ideas and practices
that were valid for a former age are no longer valid in this new age. Nurses must
possess the courage of their convictions and step out ahead in leadership posi-
tions and help to shape the destiny for nurses and nursing. Some members of
our profession are becoming well known as leaders both within and outside of
the profession. These are not mediocre nurses. If you were asked to name some
of the nurse leaders of our time, our lists might not be identical, but I am sure
there would be some overlapping. Let us name a few and see if we are in agree-
ment. Margaret B. Dolan: The elected leader of nurses. A person who has never
been afraid or intimidated. A nurse who is able to analyze situations from a
broad background of understanding and experience. The only female appointed
by the President of the United States to his new Health Resources Advisory
Committee. A native North Carolinian in whom we are justly proud.

On my list is one that you might not select. Helen Nahm—a wise teacher,
counselor and leader. More often found in the background pushing others into
leadership positions.

Martha E. Rogers—a very vocal person. Some may say that she tends to be
radical—maybe so—I am not too sure, but this I do know—she stimulates
thinking.

Dorothy Smith and Frances Reiter—nurses who were not afraid to put
their ideas of a whole new concept of nursing education into practice.

Thelma Ingles—a brilliant nurse with ideas to spare, and, of course,
Mildred L. Montag must be added to the list for it was through her leadership
that we have the Associate Degree Programs and the founding of nursing educa-
tion within the framework of higher education.

Lucile Petry Leone is another who should be mentioned. There are others
of course, each making their own contribution in their own way. We may not
agree with all they say or advocate. It is up to each of us as individuals to think
through the problems in nursing and to make our own unique contributions.

We all need to be leaders. Nurses for too long have been willing to stand
aside and let others make their decisions for them. We are at a critical point in
nursing. The individual nurse can do little by herself. It is only by combining
forces with other nurses that we become strong and our voice can be heard. Our
professional organizations provide us with the opportunity to share ideas, make
decisions, and implement these ideas and decisions.

What are some of the immediate problems to which we must find an-
swers? First, we must define nursing. The shortage of physicians has made it
necessary for nurses to take over more and more activities once considered
medical practice. Nurses must have the necessary preparation as well as legal
protection when they assume these added functions. Which of the present func-
tions will the nurse relinquish and to whom? The nurse cannot continue to add
and add and not surrender some of the activities now considered the functions
of the professional nurse. What will the relationship be with the person to whom
she gives up those things now considered the work of the professional nurse?
When nursing is defined, we will know where we fit into the pattern of health
care and we will find satisfaction in work for which we are prepared.

We hear a great deal today about newer types of organization for health
care and new designs for health facilities. Can you picture a hospital with move-
able pannels for inner walls or one with corridors arranged like the spokes
of a wheel? We already have changes taking place in the grouping of patients
within hospitals and other health care facilities. Ward managers are being
introduced with much success in some hospitals. Anything that influences the
design or organization within health care facilities will also affect nurses and
nursing. Many of the new designs are not functional. We need to have our own
inventive ideas presented when either are being planned.

It has been said that through an intelligent application of sound health
knowledge now available, man should have an average life expectancy of from
90 to 100 years or more and that the added years can be productive, happy years
—relatively free from disease or infirmities. There is more health knowledge
available than ever before, but much of it is not reaching those who need it.
Nurses must be teachers of health and help man utilize to the fullest the present
health knowledge as well as knowledge as it becomes available. One sociologist
has likened the use of the nurses potentials in health and patient care to the
elephant with all that mighty strength and brawn pushing a baby carriage. The
general population is very receptive to health information and is much more
knowledgeable than we sometimes believe. They have a right to expect that
health information will be shared with them. Physicians as well as nurses have
remained too long in seclusion in their ivory towers encapsulated in hospitals and other health agencies.

When we have a definition for nursing we will be able to identify what a nurse should do and what she should be. Greater uniformity in the educational preparation for nursing will be the result. There will be more emphasis on learning the principles behind the facts because learning is not just for today. It is also for tomorrow. There are too many levels of preparation and too much diversity within each level. Much of the insecurity among nurses is because they do not know what they are. Other problems which must be dealt with in the near future are: a supply of qualified teachers in sufficient numbers and with the educational qualifications necessary for effective teaching. General education is learning to extend the influence of its qualified teachers through television, teaching machines, and other measures. Nursing education has made a very small beginning in use of these techniques.

Another problem, recruitment and graduation of qualified students in sufficient quantities to meet the health needs of the people, and another very closely allied to this is economic security for the practitioner of nursing. Let’s have more men in nursing. Nursing practice needs the stability that men will give. The young women graduates, marry and raise a family, and quite often stay out of nursing for several years. We would not have it otherwise, but someone is needed to fill the gap while they are away from nursing. And, may I say—and not facetiously, judging from what has happened to teaching, through the addition of men to a predominantly woman’s profession, the standards for employment will be improved.

Many of the problems in nursing can be resolved through research. Research can be a challenging adventure. This is an endeavor for nurses with ideas. Someone has well said that only about 5% of the people really think, another 5% think that they think, and the remaining 90% would rather die than think. Nurses and especially those engaged in research must be in the first 5%. They must be able to draw conclusions and make sound judgments based on facts and observations.

A rearrangement of old ideas is not a result of true research. We need brainstormers. Somewhere I read a statement which goes much like this—knowledge without research is like drinking from a stagnant pool, while knowledge derived from research is like drinking from a sparkling running stream. We must not condemn new ideas just because they are new. Through vision and conviction, they may be translated into future truths.

Graduation is the point which you are expected to know the minimal amount that makes you a safe practitioner of nursing. In this ever changing society of ours our education must be a continuous process. It is left more or less up to the individual to be self-directing in seeking further education both of the formal and informal type. It is up to you to accept the responsibility to make the most of all opportunities and to strive to become better educated persons.

Nurses must become leaders in community life as well as in professional life, and at the same time find personal satisfactions through enjoyment of work, worthwhile contributions to community life and fulfillment as an individual.

Jo Eleanor Elliott, Nurse Consultant of the Western Interstate Commission of Higher Education and Chairman of the EACT Section of the ANA has said, “In the future, we have many challenges, many rewards, and many responsibilities... Among these responsibilities are: a responsibility for excellence; a responsibility for knowledge—in our work, in our profession, and in our community; a responsibility for courage; and a responsibility for personal and professional growth.”

Mediocrity? Not for nurses.
Today is graduation; this is commencement.
Good luck to you all, and thank you.

HOSPITAL REPORT

This past year has, like previous ones, marked another period of advancement for Jefferson both in the Hospital, and in our School of Nursing.

Were you to tour the hospital now, you would find many patient units relocated from the areas with which most of you were familiar. For example, Ward Maternity has been moved from the third floor to the sixth in the Thompson Annex Building, and Women’s and Men’s Medical Wards from the second floor to the third, and finally to the sixth floor of the Main Building. Men’s and Women’s Special Wards, divided into Orthopedic, Neurosurgical and Neurology units, moved from the third floor of the third floor of the main Building to areas on the fourth floor of the Main Building and the Thompson Building. The Gynecological Ward is located on the sixth floor of the Main Building.

All of these changes were required for the construction of a Rehabilitation Unit which will be opened in late summer of this year. The former Maternity Ward will have thirty-two beds for in-patient care, and the entire third floor of the Main Building will house a new and most modern physical medicine unit for out-patient and in-patient care.

The moving of the ward units resulted in a reduction of ward and private beds. In order to reduce the patient waiting list, we have utilized four of the treatment rooms in the Foerderer Pavilion for a short term, uncomplicated surgical patients. Other measures are being considered in our present facilities, and of course in the wonderful development plans for the future Jefferson.

Plans are also being made for the opening of a clinical research area of ten beds on the fifth floor of the Main Building. The House Staff, the residents and interns, who occupy the east end of this floor will be moved to a new area in the present Physical Medicine Department located on the ground floor of the Curtis Clinic Building.

A few weeks ago, the new Ethel P. Goff Social Service offices were opened on the fifteenth floor of the Thompson Building. These beautifully appointed rooms occupy one former east sun deck, lounge and corridor on this floor. The Social Service Department retains some offices in the Curtis Building which will be redecorated in the near future.
A new office for the Volunteer Services was constructed in the former doctors' locker room on the first floor of the Main Building.

In Nursing Service, a new position was created and filled in July, 1962. This position of a Home Care Coordinator provides for referral of patients to community agencies such as the Community Nursing Service, so that a patient's care may be continued after discharge from the hospital. This service has been highly successful and we hope will be expanded in the near future.

These changes and improvements only highlight the many activities which have taken place for the improvement of patient care at Jefferson during the past year. We have had problems, and no doubt shall continue to experience difficulties not only in the expansion of our facilities, but also in the day to day routine responsibilities.

In spite of the additional staff secured through our fine Visitors Exchange Program, we are faced with a nurse shortage, particularly in the late winter, spring and summer months. We are planning to offer another refresher program, and hope that all of you who have “retired” will consider taking the course and returning to Jefferson to ease some of the staffing problems.

Our School of Nursing has moved forward again during the past year. The decision of the National League for Nursing to continue the accreditation status of the School for a six year period marked the great strides which have been made in the program. Commendation for the program centered around the increased number of clinical classrooms, the gracious living facilities provided in the Residence, continued educational preparation of the faculty and the edition of more faculty positions, improvement and variations in teaching methods, the many new visual aids for teaching and greatly improved library collection.

Generous gifts from members of our Women's Board made possible the purchase of the highly desirable new visual aids and the many additional reference books for the Library.

The School is participating in the cost analysis of nursing education, a study being conducted by the National League for Nursing. This is a complete analysis of all costs incurred by and for the student program and includes such items as cost of room and board, heat, power and electricity, and salaries of faculty and residence staff. There is an increasing awareness that students in hospital schools are paying only a fraction of the costs through tuition and services. A trend toward more realistic charges to the students is being seen throughout the country.

The students have enjoyed a busy year. The Basketball Team won five out of seven games played in the League, and one player won a trophy for the second highest score made in the season.

The Student Chorus participated in many community programs and is quite famous locally for its talents.

We are proud to report that one student, Jean Little, was elected President of Area #1, Student Nurse Association of Pennsylvania.

Other student activities this year include a “Miss Jefferson” contest, a Minstrel Show, a dinner dance, a Student-Faculty Basketball game, a Student-Faculty Christmas Party, and a Spaghetti Dinner sponsored by the Senior Class.

This report covers only a portion of the activities of the Hospital and the School of Nursing. You can readily understand that it has been a busy year as well as a fruitful one.

We hope that you will all want to visit us to see some of the changes. Please write or call us at least a day in advance of your proposed visit so that someone may be assigned to give you a satisfactory tour.

We hope that we will see many of you during the coming year, and hope that this year will prove to be happy and successful for each of you.

Mabel C. Prevost,  
Assistant Director

ALUMNAE NOTES

CLASS OF 1904
Glippinger, Maude (Faust)—Lives in Annville—daughter is Dean of Women at Lebanon Valley College.

Richards, Mary (Ginder)—Writes to tell us she is proud of her son David; Associate Professor of Internal Medicine, University of Missouri.

CLASS OF 1999
Kinsmore, Hattie (Stockdale)—Enjoying private duty nursing.

CLASS OF 1923
Harrisburg, Pa.—“Teaching a class to do Braille Teaching.”

CLASS OF 1926

CLASS OF 1928
Kinkead, Adalyne (Sharkey)—Paoli B.S. Degree, West Chester State College.

Jensen, Elvira (Landsdowne)—I have finished a three year art course in Fine Arts and have since sold several oil paintings.

CLASS OF 1931
Reitmel, Madelyn (Knapp)—San Fernando, Calif.—Son Bruce has won many honors in his scholastic endeavors. Awarded a trip to Chicago by the California Edison Co.

Hammond, Alyce (Rusey)—Centralville, Md.—Consultant as Medical Record Librarian with Peninsula General Hospital.
CLASS OF 1932
Young, Dorothy (Bates)—Easton, Pa.—Received a B.S. in Education 30 years after finishing at Jeff.

CLASS OF 1933
Crofford, Anna (Woodring)—Wayne, Pa.—Superintendent (Cathcart Home), Devon, Pa.

CLASS OF 1934
Warren, Eva (Woolley)—Hillsboro, N. C.—Dean, School of Nursing, East Carolina College, Greenville, N. C.

CLASS OF 1935
Keat, Flora—Bethlehem, Pa.—Supervisor, Health Services, Bethlehem Area Schools, B.S., M.A. degrees.

CLASS OF 1937
Rorabaugh, Sara—Albany, N. Y.—B.S. Degree—Superintendent at Albany Medical Center.

CLASS OF 1938
McCUTCHEON, Edith (Owen)—Trenton, N. J.—Head Nurse, U. S. Steel Corp., Fairless Works.

CLASS OF 1942
Weiss, Rhoda (Burg)—Media, Pa.—Husband, Paul one of three senior scientists in world-wide Socony—Mobil Oil Co. Looking forward to his European assignment.

CLASS OF 1942
Edgar, Dorothy—Presently employed Agency International Development in Ethiopia.

CLASS OF 1943
Reistle, Helen (Thomas)—Swedesboro, N. J.—Advisor Future Nurses Club of Swedesboro High School.

CLASS OF 1945
Tomassetti, Martha (Baird)—Havertown, Pa.—“Nothing spectacular”—our 10 children keep us busy enough to stay out of mischief.

CLASS OF 1947
Baloga, Marie Louise—Trinidad—Nurse Advisor to the Government of Trinidad.

CLASS OF 1948
Garrett, Ruth (Bullock)—Teaching College, Zoology at Northeastern Christus College at Villanova, Pa.

CLASS OF 1948
Daughenbaugh Betty (Towsey)—Employed at Chrysler Corporation Stamping Plant (World’s largest stamping plant).

CLASS OF 1949
Strayer, Louise (Dietz)—Received B.S. Degree from Millersville State Teachers’ College, School Nurse in Red Lion Area Schools.

CLASS OF 1950
Brunbaugh, Mary L. Moore—Serving as 2nd Vice President (Community Service of San Diego County Medical Auxiliary.

CLASS OF 1951
Narbrith, Marian (Hoffman)—Williamstown, N. J.—Recently returned from a 33 month tour duty in Japan with my husband. During this time I had the opportunity to teach Medical English to a group of Japanese Doctors and Nurses.

CLASS OF 1951
Weller, Nina (Davis)—Millville, N. J.—Started visiting nurses for new mothers in Yokomanna, Japan.

CLASS OF 1954
Andrews, Marilyn (Pottiger)—Husband assigned to an Alert Crew on the Atlas E, one of the first Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles—We have two children.

CLASS OF 1955
Seekinger, Janet (Marshall)—Centre evening supervisor at Centre County Hospital.

CLASS OF 1958
Eppley, Linda (Doll)—Enosbury Falls, Vt.—Having moved 500 miles from Philadelphia in a small village 7 miles south of the Canadian border I was quite surprised to discover one of my neighbors is a Jeff Alumnus—“Bess” Perley, Class 1911—small world isn’t it?

CLASS OF 1959

CLASS OF 1960
Haas, Judith (Stauffer)—Melrose Park, Pa.—June, 1962 promoted to Unit Coordinator of the Residential Unit of the Children’s Unit at E P.P.I.

CLASS OF 1960
Rickert, Phyllis (Hirst)—Glen Ellyn, Ill.—Assistant Head Nurse, West Suburban Hospital, Oak Park, Ill.

CLASS OF 1960
Gahan, Alice (Bolig)—Selingsgrove, Pa.—My husband awarded a Fellowship for graduate study by the Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation. He will major in Modern Chinese History in Cornell University. China Program.
SOCIAL COMMITTEE

The Social Committee attempted to plan functions throughout the past year so that everyone could meet and see each other.

The dinner for the Graduating Class of 1962 was held on Tuesday, April 24, 1962 at the John Bartram Hotel. There was 100% in attendance.

The Alumnae Luncheon which is annually planned for the first Saturday in May, was held May 5, 1962 at the Benjamin Franklin Hotel. There was an attendance of 408.

A very joyous Christmas Party and Buffet Supper was held on Tuesday, December 5, 1962 at the Nurses Residence. Everyone present received a gift from Santa Claus. Miss Mary Ann Stauffer was our jolly Santa Claus.

A Buffet Supper and Auction Sale was held at the Nurses Residence on Tuesday, March 5, 1963. This was well attended and very profitable.

Thanks to all who helped make these affairs a success.

E. Nancy Scott,  
Chairman

STUDENT ACTIVITIES

The students at Jefferson are as enthusiastic and hard working as ever. We are coming closer to the realization of a more united student body through the various organizations and activities.

The class of 1965 after entering were oriented to the various activities such as SNAP and the Newspaper in which they have since taken a very active part.

A Big-Sister Little-Sister party was sponsored by the second year class in honor of the freshmen. Students from all classes attended and much fun was had by all.

In December, students at Jefferson showed the true Christmas spirit. Carols were sung, trees were decorated, and a basket overflowing with the spirit of giving was presented by the students to a needy family.

The faculty sponsored a Christmas party for the students which was enjoyed by all.

As is traditional, the Student Chorus inspired Christmas spirit by the singing of carols—this year in the courtyard at the tree lighting ceremony. The chorus continues to participate in community activities.

Early in the year we were very proud to learn that Miss Little was elected President of Area #1 of SNAP. Also, Miss Lonholm was chosen state chairman of the Tiawand Project—an enterprise of SNAP.

SNAP held their first meeting of the year here at Jefferson. Refreshments were served in the recreation room following the meeting.

We are sending two representatives from each class to the National SNAP Convention to be held in Atlantic City, May 10-13. It is hoped the students will gain renewed interest in the organization.

The Newspaper Club again presented the second annual Miss Jefferson contest. The success of the previous contest was such that it was held in McClellan Hall this year to accommodate all those attending. The winner was Miss Haines from the senior class.

The Student Council sponsored Minstrel Show has become another annual event. The Showboat will be presented April 25th and 26th in McClellan Hall under the co-chairmanship of Miss Lingsch and Miss High. This is but another means through which the student body develops its closeness.

The senior class presented a delicious spaghetti dinner in March. It was well attended by students, faculty, and the medical and administrative staff.

We are very grateful to the Nurses' Residence Department of the Women's Board for the many gifts given us throughout the year. They have provided magazine subscriptions, theatre guild tickets and tickets to the Academy of Music. Also, the gifts of albums at Christmas and Easter delighted us and will be enjoyed by future students.

The basketball team played well this season. Miss Reed was presented an award for the second highest score of all the members of the Student Nurse Basketball League. The games were a source of unification for the student body. The cheering students were excellent moral boosters for the team members. Players and cheerleaders proudly wore their new black and blue uniforms provided for them by the Nurses' Residence Department of the Women's Board.

The Social Committee is planning a dinner dance for May 25th to be held at Kuglers. The students are anticipating a very enjoyable evening.

The present officers serving Student Council are:

President  Miss Scriber  
Vice President  Miss Shoemaker  
Secretary  Miss Zimmerman  
Treasurer  Miss Keim  
House President  Miss Maguire  
Student Nurses Association of Penna. — Chairman  Miss Stabile  
Social Chairman  Miss Williams

We thank the Alumnae Association of the School of Nursing for their continued interest in and support of the School of Nursing.

Miss Lucille Scriber,  
President  
Miss Doris Shoemaker,  
Vice President  

April 1963
MARRIAGES

Ruth (Spencer) DunFee, 1934
Barbara (Hand) Brodovsky, 1958
Ruth (Biskowski) Gavioli, 1960
Audrey (Taylor) Meunier, 1957
Grace (Coleman) Nill, 1960
Ellen (Boyle) Turle, 1962
Joan (Campbell) Moselle, 1962
Carole (Costello) Tomlinson, 1962
Ruth (Glancy) Pankuch, 1962
Frances (Rumberger) Carter, 1962
Pamela (Smith) Wallace, 1962
Carol (Sode) Dotts, 1962
Phyllis (Sutthill) Johnson, 1962
Fay (Gauger) LaPergola, 1961
Duryea (Douglas) Wills, 1961
Barbara (Greenwalt) Eichorn, 1961
Ann (Barron) McBeth, 1961
Vera (Stevens) Myers, 1962
Carolyn (Sode) Dotts, 1962
Phyllis (Sutthill) Johnson, 1962
Fay (Gauger) LaPergola, 1961
Duryea (Douglas) Wills, 1961
Barbara (Greenwalt) Eichorn, 1961
Ann (Barron) McBeth, 1961
Vera (Stevens) Myers, 1962

NEW ARRIVALS

Evelyn (White) Collett 1945
Lynne (Wolfe) Gumina 1958
Naomi (Walls) Wilson 1955
Linda (Doll) Eppley 1958
Noreen (Mostoller) Shaffer 1961
Shirley (Keller) Hermann 1960
Rose Ann (Tumulo) 1960
Betty Lou Simonson Woods
(1914)

Evelyn (White) Collett (Baby Girl)
Lynne (Wolfe) Gumina (Baby Girl)
Naomi (Walls) Wilson (Baby Boy)
Linda (Doll) Eppley (Baby Boy)
Noreen (Mostoller) Shaffer (Baby Girl)
Shirley (Keller) Hermann (Baby Boy)
Rose Ann (Tumulo) (Baby Girl)
Betty Lou Simonson Woods (Baby Boy)

NECROLOGY

Marie (Hughes) Byrne, 1916
Helen (Dubler) Hendriksson, 1932
Ruth (Gourley) Gelb, 1946
Bernice (Barnhart) Pfeiffer, 1925
Ruth Lee (Gourley) Gelb, 1946
Gladys (Hoffman) Brundage, 1940
Helen (Blessing) Sniscak, 1924
Evelyn (Lentz) Craig, 1948
Charlotte (Roeder) Jacques, 1934

ANNUAL GIVING FUND DRIVE

Dear Alumnae Members:

It is with great pleasure that I announce the results of the 1962 Annual Giving Campaign with the help of my committee—Mrs. Julia Gaskill McCracken, Mrs. Henrietta Spruance and Miss Margaret Cosman. The grand total from the sale of Cook Books and Annual Giving was $2,835.00.

The Class of 1927 was the largest contributor.
The class of 1947 with members present was second.
The Class of 1942, third.

Ways and Means Committee
EVELYN CURRAN

The following donations were received from the Class of:

1900
Mabel Craft Harley
1903
Sarah R. Hunsicker
1906
Phoebe Huldeman
1907
Hattie Williams Book
1908
Nora E. Shoemaker
1909
Mary M. Hickman
1910
Elizabeth D. Jones
1912
Bessie V. Perly
1913
Minnie D. Adams

1914
Rose McNulty Graham
1915
Mattie Allen Turner
1918
Elizabeth Heaton (Relief Fund)
1919
Blanche K. String
1920
Hattie Williams Book
1921
Bernice Smith Ziegler
1922
(Claras Melville Scholarship Fund)
1923
Nora Smith Zufall
1924
Ruth Parinton
1925
Emma Frigar
Nellie D. Crandall
Ethyl S. Maufl
(Kelief Fund)
Katherine Purcell Smock
1922

1923
Florence Kauffman
Clara M. Donaldson
Rena L. White
 Ruth Roberts
Clara M. Brunner
Pearl C. Moser Shappell
1924
Mary Wilker O'Connor
Beatrice F. O'Hara
Genevieve McClosky Lewis
1925
Delilah Hendricks Naugle
Edith Bashore Ogden
Mrs. Elmer Briggs
S. Elizabeth Scotton
(Relief Fund)

1926
Mary C. Breth
Margaret Crowley Sokolowski
Dorothy Engel Daniels
1927
Isabella Kevel Heverly
Florence S. Hawk
Orpha F. Lucas
Bernice Collins
(Relief Fund)

1928
Cash ?
Mrs. Filomena Doherty
Helen Robert Murray
Dorothy Smith Bennet
Frances Hess Currie
(Clarla Mebille Scholarship Fund)
Edna Scott

1929
Nora Shoemaker Ehrig
Jane Manwell Ezell
Blanche Metz Henderson
Ann Williams Candler
Charlotte Moore Burt
Florence Badorf William
Zelda R. Mencer
Mabel C. Prevost
1930
Minerva Lentz Welch
Mary Woomer Boyd
Ann Gambal
Agnes C. Downes
Emma M. Sneek
Virginia Avery
(Relief Fund)
Ella Engel Kelsh
Virginia Avery
1931
Elizabeth Youngblood Gaal
Emma Bahner
Sue E. Wells
Madelyn Reimel Knapp
Mrs. Paul H. Hioley
(Relief Fund)
Bernice S. Goodwin Cottrell
Helen C. Rodewig
Dorothea B. Watson
Adline Roth Miller
Naomi DeGroft Price
Dora Adams Reynolds

1932

1933
Mrs. Ralph Fennell
Leona Closer Gehris
Anna Woodring Crofford
Catherine Grey Paine
Sara R. Baxter
Carolyn Olson Kaltenstein
Mary Jean Alexander Bain
Irene N. Rice Sales

1934
Mildred Dunkle Bowman
Betty Piersol
Margaret C. Schellenger
Margaret Mariano Pargola
Mildred Dore Estrada
Mildred Myers Smith
Julia T. Gaskill
Mrs. Anna J. Gehrke
Dorothy K. Raubenhold
Anna M. Dell
Marion Hoffman Miller
Angela R. Cozza
Kathleen W. Armitage

1935
Alma Snyder Miller
Gertrude S. Rhoads
Esther Benner
Margaret Tannard
Agnes Steel Picone
Evelyn R. Curran
Mary R. Evans

1936
Margaret Pound Ransom
Laura Fawcett
Mabelle Moore Cooke
Elizabeth Yearick Gowan
Elinor Farber Brosious
Violet Smith Orland
Evelyn L. Dote
Sara Kathryn Rorabaugh
(Relief Fund)

1937
Mary Fieldin Wiley

1938
Grace E. Bird Peterson
Doris W. Day
Olga Dygan Mitchell

1940
Alice Field Moore
Sara L. Westler
Ruth Halerox
Martha Irwin Reed
(Relief Fund)
Bernice G. Sprecher

1941
Harriet H. Herley
Margaret Summers
Jean Lockwood Wagner
Reba Ammerman Flack
Frances H. Rumberger
Helen Swan Joslin
Geraldine Chamberlain Long
Ruth Keifman Giletto
Marie Malinowski DiMarco

1942
Mrs. Anna Alexander Kroll
Rose Pesci Nicostra
Rhoda A. M. Burg Weisz
Grace Jennings Dunkleberger
Mary Benedict Weller
Dorothy A. Cloud
Ellen McCurley Steward
Doris Jones Schechter
Rebecca Moore Wilson
Laura Christian Leeper
Dorothy Fraley Templeton
Doris E. Bowman (Relief Fund)
Sigbrit Olsson Butler
1943
Helen T. Reistle
Esther M. Kahn
Mrs. Mary L. Williams
Vivian I. Moyer
1944
Mrs. Marjorie E. Searing
M. Elaine Anderson Barrick
1945
Eleanor Winnick King
Christine Lindes Park
Major Catherine T. Betz ANC
Florence Schmick Howanitz
1946
Dorothy M. Irwin
Mrs. Lionel Shaffer
1947
Catherine C. Prendergast
Elizabeth K. Prisnock
Betty S. McConnel
Dorothy Sturr
June Heller
Irma Shentz
María Vlahos Menninger
Mary Pawulak Swan
Florence Zinno Checchia
Flora Fanucci Simpson
Muriel Ticé Rotherham
Ruth Roberts Goodin
Mildred Klingman Ertwine
Betty Wilkinson Renor
Laura Jean Bielou Tobia
Barbara Hendershot Marks
Virginia Sturgis Lawrence
Judith Monett Hess
Arlean V. Miller
Irene Evancho Werner
Josephine Sakodewsky Laird
Margaret M. Cosman
Marjorie V. LorahAfHunsickersg
Georgianna Moltortis Anderson
Lucy Stillings
Elizabeth Burden Tragnor
Maude R. Sanders Schwab
1948
Faye Thorne Kaufman
Bertha Deston
Mary Ann Buzzdowski (Koval)
Dorothy Johnson Nelson
Rachel Irene Herbert
Joanne Hawk DeRose
Mercedes Frances Breen Christ
Sally E. Boswell
1949
Mrs. Ruth Lange Wettig
Lorraine Miekwski McCall
Louise Dietz Strayer
Charmaine L. Kissinger
Elizabeth A. Saminio Fischer
Helen Daugherty Barrett
Elsie Skvir
(Relief Fund)
Mrs. Shirley Bittner
1950
June Malevo Frijita
Nancy Dunkle Konstanzer
Mrs. Joan Clauss
Mary Louise Moore Brumbaugh
Lois Kleintab Jernstrom
Jean Hoke Larkin
Isabelle Gunsallius Lutterloh
Jean L. Opel Serena
Janet Hinsdon
Rose M. Mulligan (Glaudel)
1951
Capt. Nancy E. Thompson
Mrs. James L. Stone
Jane Hawke Aires
Jeanette Plasterer
Joanne G. Sencindiver
1952
Nancy Groh Messick
Florence C. Fus
Alice Delamater Chase
Mrs. Joan Rittenhouse Roberts
Margaret Faust Keates
Eloise J. Hippensteel
Audrey Helen Folker
1953
Madeline DeLong Hanratty
Jane R. Lemmon
Mrs. Nellie A. Richards
Louise K. Hartman
1954
Doris Henry Innes
Barbara Reiner Bachman
Joan Nicholas Davis
Mary Ann Stouffer
Louisa E. Manhart Hock
1955
Joan Chadwick Cramer
Barbara G. Smith
Sydney M. Cassel
Patricia Castello Magley
Dorothy J. Brown
1956
Wilhelmina C. Fry
Virginia H. Putney
Betty L. Miller
Norma Dawson
1957
Martha Moltorius Werler
Peggy L. Eckhart
Mrs. Catherine Eichman Cowan
Mrs. Betty Hassenplug Graham
Grace Smith Clancy
Constance T. Sterant
1958
Joan F. Gasperon
Mrs. Rosemarie Knoff Glenfield
Shirley R. Hill
Lynne M. Wolfe Guma
Mabel E. Rennebaum
Bernice Timbrell
Maloena Kovarie Baldaun
Shirley M. Abell
Joan C. Tribolet
Darlene Stoudt Biele
1959
June H. Weiss
Judith Wright Boloes
1960
Caroline M. Ressler
Virginia Longhitano
Caroline Davidson
Beverly Detweiler Wentz
Madeline G. Glass
1961
Stephanie E. Arnold
Mary Ann Gravish
Emily Janet Lutz
Beatrice Ruth Rhoda
Marion D. Heiner
Jane A. Sunday
Minnie Wingert
Sincerely,
Evelyn R. Curran, RN,
Committee Chairman
PLEASE NOTE

Jefferson graduates and friends—Look—Cook—and enjoy the Favorite Recipes published by the Jefferson Nurses Alumnae Association. Order your Cook Book now, at the cost of $4.00 per copy.

Send your order to Julia Gaskell, Cook Book Committee, Nurses’ Alumnae Association, Jefferson Hospital, 11th and Walnut Streets, Philadelphia 7, Pa.

*Correction on page 49. The John Ruzeth or “Slum Gullion” recipe requires one tbsp. of crisco not one lb.

The 1960 revision of The Alumnae Blue Book may be purchased at the cost of $2.00 per copy.

Send your order to Nancy Scott, Blue Book Committee, Nurses’ Alumnae Association, Jefferson Hospital, 11th and Walnut Streets, Philadelphia 7, Pa.

Jefferson caps may be purchased at C. D. Williams and Company, 246 South 11th Streets, Philadelphia 7, Pa. Cost per cap is $.55.

Identification necessary to make purchase.

Jefferson pins may be purchased at J. E. Caldwell and Company, Chestnut and Juniper Streets, Philadelphia, Pa. Cost per pin is $9.34.

Identification may be obtained from Miss Mabel Prevost, Assistant Director Jefferson Hospital, 11th and Walnut Streets, Philadelphia 7, Pa.

PLEASE NOTE

The ALUMNAE BULLETIN will be sent to members only. Non-members may obtain these upon request, at the cost of $1.00 per copy. Order your Bulletin by April 1st.

JOIN YOUR ALUMNAE ASSOCIATION

USE YOUR MAIDEN NAME

Whenever you have occasion to write your Alumnae, PLEASE use your first name, maiden name then your married name plus the year you graduated.

Example: Jean Lawrence Monroe, 1940

Mrs. Harold Monroe makes it very difficult for us to locate you in our files.

Thank you.